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What breaks next?
 
The back-up in bond yields is reaching that point where global investors are wondering
what breaks next?
 
History has taught us that moves like these often end with some kind of financial
accident.
 
A short video showcasing how Qi can give multi-asset investors a ready reckoner; a
quick way to identify which pockets of the market are potentially most at risk.
 
 

 
The spike in bond yields in Q1 culminated with the mini banking crisis and SVB /
Signature / Credit Suisse hitting the headlines. That leaves investors nervously watching
for where the next pocket of stress will emerge.
 

for many, Commercial Real Estate - USRT or single names like Boston Properties -
is the obvious weak link in the chain.

if CRE goes, how does leave that banks' balance sheets? Are US - KRE, KBE - or
European banks - SX7E Future - more exposed?

what about private equity BIZD - is that a hidden corner of potential deleveraging?

everyone is aware how locking in low rates has, to a fair degree, insulated the credit
market but what about corners of the credit market like leveraged loans BKLN?

 

http://www.quant-insight.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VibuFSr8K9E
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/USRT?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/BXP?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/KRE?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/KBE?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/SX7E%20Future?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/BIZD?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview
https://analytics.quant-insight.com/models/BKLN?term=long+term&tab=macro-overview


Watch the video

 
The 2 minute video below shows how a Watchlist can be created with your curated list of
assets that you deem the best proxies for financial stress.
 
And how that list provides a quick and easy way to eyeball where:
 

1. macro conditions are important
2. which assets are already pricing in bad news
3. which assets are potentially complacent and therefore vulnerable?

 
Speak to your Qi sales contact to get the "What breaks next?" Watchlist and/or learn how
to customise your own.
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